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Association pour le Développement Durable (ADD)

The Association pour le Développement Durable (ADD), a non-profit NGO, aims to pro-
mote the well-being of the community through support to sustainable development and 
protection of the environment. Experts from ADD conducted a sensitisation campaign on 
tsunami in the first half of 2010.More than 4000 school students from 25 primary and 
25 secondary schools and 1500 senior citizens and women and youth in several parts 
of Mauritius as well as 2000 students from 6 primary and 4 secondary schools in Ro-
drigues benefitted from the programme. The ADD has taken the initiative to prepare the 
strip cartoon for the benefit of school children as well as the public in general,

 
University of Technology, Mauritius (UTM)
The University of Technology of Mauritius (UTM), established in September 2000, offers 
various courses including Diploma, BA (Honours) and MSc courses in Graphic Design. It 
readily collaborated with ADD to prepare the cartoon. One lecturer and two students 
were actively involved in the design with some valuable inputs from other lecturers.
 
 
Mauritius Meteorological Services (MMS)
The Mauritius Meteorological Services (MMS) is mainly responsible to provide weather 
forecast and warning as well as climate information in support of safety of life and 
property. Following the December 2004 tsunami, a Tsunami Warning Centre has been 
established at the MMS. It is responsible for analysing alerts from overseas centres 
and, as necessary, issuing tsunami warning to the population and stakeholders. The MMS 
provided the funds for the tsunami sensitization campaign. 

A tale of Partnership



On the 26 December 2004 a strong earthquake occurred near Indonesia. It caused 
giant waves called tsunami, which travelled thousands of kilometers.Many countries in 
the Indian Ocean were hit by the tsunami.  Many houses were destroyed; several 
roads were flooded and about 250 000 people lost their life. This was recently 
shown on TV.  Ti Malin watched the sad scene and was horrified. 

On the 11 March 2011, a massive tsunami from Japan’s most powerful earthquake since 
records began killed more than 15,750 people on the north-east coast of Japan.  Ti 
Malin saw again on TV cars, ships and buildings swept away by a surge of water. He 
could hardly sleep at night as his house is not far from the sea. 

Early morning on the next day, he went to see his teacher, Monsieur Konntou, to learn 
more about tsunami and what should be done in case there is another one in our 
region.
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!!!

Timalin is watching evening news.

STAFFROOM

tice

Timalin,goes to see his teacher.      

STAFFROOM

       You are right, Sir i 
could hardly sleep after what i
  saw on the news last night.

   Good morning Timalin,
     you look scared.

  ...giant waves... causing lots 
of damage and killing many people.

                Just relax.That was a 
huge tsunami.We better go to class and 
         explain to everybody.

Good morning, children.   
 You all saw the big waves on TV   
   last night. We shall learn about...
  tsunami.

Good Morning,sir
Good Morning,sir

Good Morning,sirGood Morning,sir
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mid-ocean ridge

      First, let us have a look at the 
earth surface. It consists of 15 major plates
   which move very slowly against each 
       other on magma.

Fault

sea surface

sea surface

sea surface

sea floor

sea floor

sea floor

          Enormous pressure build-up 
between the plates causes a sudden release of           
.      energy, resulting in an earthquake.

Plate 2Plate 1

Underwater earthquake can cause TSUNAMI.

Volcano under
   the sea

Meteorite
Rare

 coastal Landslide  

*

These natural hazards may also give rise to tsunamis.
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The event occurred close to
Japan. Similar event occurred
near Indonesia on 26.12.04.   

What about the scene we 
     saw last night ?

Can earthquakes occur 
   in our region?

    Yes Timalin. Earthquakes 
occur in the Mid Indian Ocean 
 Ridge far from Mauritius
          /Rodrigues.

Rodrigues

Mauritius

Islands that can be affected by 
 tsunami in our region.

Reunion

   If an earthquake 
occurs, what should we do? 

    Among the best 
places to take shelter... 
 under a table...doorway.
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          We have not experienced any 
         strong earthquarke so far. Weak 
         earthquakes on the Mid Indian 
          Ocean Ridge do cause tremors.           

   How is it that earthquake can cause 
 so much damage in far away countries?

*Seabed

                 Some earthquakes on the seabed 
    move the water column above it. Small
    waves hardly 50 cm high form and 
                 travel in all directions.

water

           A large ship 
or a fishing boat in the open
sea will not be affected.

         The small waves travel very fast
    at about 700 km/hr like an aeroplane.
   When they approach the coast, they slow 
     down and the crests get closer. The 
           waves grow in height. 
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 Can a tsunami occur anywhere
in the world ?

      Yes. But it is more 
frequent in the Pacific Ocean.

Good Morning,sir

Good Morning,sir

      The one on the 26 December
    2004 was the most intense ever 
   recorded in the Indian Ocean. The 
   earthquake intensity was 9.3 on the 
              Richter scale.
    

 0   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  10

RICHTER SCALE

Largest.

Damage 
 begins

NOT FELT
MINOR

SMALL
MODERATE

STRONG

MAJOR

Richter scale is used to measure the 
strength of earthquakes.

 Was it the most 
powerful ?

       No. The strongest one was near 
   Peru on 22 May 1960 with a strength of 
   9.5. The one in the Indian Ocean was the 
    third, but the deadliest. The Japan 
   earthquake was also a mojor catastrophe... 
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          Ohh!!! 
  That’s what i saw on 
      Tv last night.       

               Yes... But for now let’s 
             focus on the Indonesian 
             tsunami. Some 250 000 people
               in the region lost their life.

            In Mauritius , seawater 
        flooded some beaches, but no
       damage. In Rodrigues, some 
       fishing boats were damaged. 

 ...HMMM... but in Mauritius 
 and Rodrigues, there were 
   not so much damage.

   Why were many 
countries affected but
   not Mauritius and 
      Rodrigues ?       Because we are 

   protected by coral reef and 
  mangrove. This is one reason 
    why we should preserve them.

Mangrove
Coral reef 

Makran

           Yes. Another area is 
       near a place called Makran.

             Are there other
         regions in the Indian 
         Ocean where tsunamis 
           can form ?
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     Are there any sign
    before we get the big 
          waves?  
                       

Sea Level

        One of the first signs is the sea moving 
        some tens metres away from the shore.

       After 10 to 15 mins big waves will come 
         rushing to invade the beach and land.

  

      The water will next move away from 
      the shore.

   How are 
   earthquakes   
      detected ?

Scientists use measuring instruments 
     called seismometers that 
          indicate the intensity and 
               location of earthquakes.
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METEO

The Mauritius Meteorological Services has a 
seisometer. It also receives information from 
other big centres overseas. 

�rst S wave
First P wave

Body waves Surface waves

   one
minute

Earlier Later

 

Seisometer only record the intensity of
earthquake but do not forcast tsunamis.

When a strong 
earthquake has been 
detected and big waves 
may occur, the METEO 
issues a “Tsunami 
watch”.  

METEO sends the information everywhere. When a Tsunami is expected to affect Mauritius and Rodrigues 
within hours, the METEO issues a “tsunami warning”.  

Destructive tsunami has been detected in
the Indian Ocean.
It will reach Rodrigues at 22h30 and
Mauritius at 23h30.
The public is strongly advised to move away 
from the coast to higher grounds.

TSUNAMI WARNING BULLETIN
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Refugee center

TOUR

 

Transport is usually arranged for people to go to Refugee Centres Before leaving, switch off electricity.

GAS

Turn off gas.         What about
      people who have 
      no means of 
        transport?

They should move inland or to higher 
grounds.
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    How long does 
it take for a tsunami 
to reach our region? Tsunami 

      Warnings !!

Warning are disseminated via TV/Radio.

    For an earthquake near Indonesia, 
   the tsunami takes about 6 hr to
   reach Rodrigues and 7 hr to reach 
    Mauritius.

How do warnings reach 
       the people ?

 ...Police cars through 
      loud speakers...

.

  REFUGEE  CENTRE
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    Those living in high buildings should move to higher floors and 
stay tuned to the radio/TV

  People in hotels or living in houses near the beach should 
            leave for shelter on higher grounds  

Avoid going to the beach to watch the Tsunami.     How do we know 
that the danger is over ?

         When no more big waves are 
          expected, METEO issues a 
          “Tsunami Termination” bulletin. 
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Tsunami Termination
     bulletin !

OUFF... Finally we 
   are at home.

Thank You, children.   
 

Thank you,sir

  Thank you,sir

  Thank you,sir  Thank you,sir

The End...

Bye, Timalin !!



     

Corals
Corals are colonies of tiny living animals found in marine waters containing few nutrients Underwater 
structures made from calcium carbonate secreted by corals.

Depth of the ocean 
The depth of the ocean varies from a few metres to a few thousands of metres. The average depth of the ocean 
is about 4,267 meters. More than half of ocean is over 3,000 m. The deepest part of the ocean is called the 
Challenger Deep and is located beneath the western Pacific Ocean. Challenger Deep is approximately 11,030 
meters deep. 

Tsunami Watch
This bulletin implies that a strong earthquake, generally of magnitude greater than or equal to 7.0 on the Richter 
scale, has occurred in a region within the Indian Ocean and the likelihood of a tsunami being generated is evoked.

The public, sea-goers and fishermen are advised not to venture out at sea or on the beach, boats should be 
secured ashore and vessels to proceed off lagoon. 

Tsunami Warning 
This bulletin confirms that a destructive tsunami will affect Mauritius/Rodrigues within the next 5 – 7 hours.In 
case the incident point is closer to Mauritius, Rodrigues, the lead – time will be correspondingly lesser.Plan for 
evacuation of vulnerable areas is implemented. 

Tsunami Termination
This bulletin will be issued after information from the Police, Fisheries Posts, Environment Division, observations 
from the tide gauges at Port Louis and Port Mathurin and the general sea state observations confirm that signifi-
cant tsunami waves are no longer being noted.

Earthquake 
The result of a sudden release of energy in the Earth crust. At the Earth's surface, earthquakes can cause 
much shaking of and sometimes displacing the ground.

Inundation zones
These are beaches and low-lying areas along the coast that may be hit by tsunamis.
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Crest
The crest  is the highest point of a wave.

Mid ocean ridge 
A general term for an underwater mountain that consists of various mountain ranges (chains), formed by 
plate tectonic. A mid-ocean ridge demarcates the boundary between two tectonic plates. The mid-ocean 
ridges of the world are connected and form a single global mid-oceanic ridge system that is part of every  
ocean  making the mid-oceanic ridge system the longest mountain range in the world.  In the Indian Ocean, 
the Mid Ocean Ridge is located some 500 km to the East of Rodrigues and 1100km from Mauritus.

Richter scale 
The scale for measuring the force of earthquakes. It was invented by Charles F. Richter in 1934. The scale 
also has no upper limit, but usually it goes up to 10 as earthquake with energy beyond force 10 is very 
hard to. The scale is not linear but logarithmic. A recording of 7, for example, indicates a disturbance with 
ground motion 10 times as large as a recording of 6. 

Tsunami 
A series of water waves caused by the displacement of a large volume of a body of water as a conse-
quence of undersea earthquakes,large landslides and intense volcanic eruptions. In  Japanese it means  
harbor wave. Due to the immense volumes of water and energy involved, tsunamis can cause much damage  
in coastal regions.

Tremor 
A slight shaking of buildings and other solid structures which is usually associated with an earthquake.

Magma 
A mixture of molten rock that is found beneath the surface of the Earth’s crust. Besides molten 
rock,magma may also contain suspended crystals and dissolved gas and sometimes  gas bubbles. Tempera-
tures of most magmas are in the range 700 °C to 1300 °C

Mangroves
Various kinds of trees and shrubs that grow the tropics and subtropics  in coastal  waters  where there 
is an input of fresh water and the marine environment is muddy. The most appropriate areas are near es-
tuary of rivers. Mangroves dominate three quarters of tropical coastlines.
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1. What event usually produces the biggest tsunami?

    A. Underwater landslides   B. Underwater earthquake  

    C. Tropical cyclones       D. Impacts of asteroids 

2. Does every earthquake produce a tsunami?     

    A. Yes                 B. No
3. Indicate the intensity of an earthquake that may produce major tsunamis: 

    A. Richter scale   2      B.      2-6    C.    6-7     D.    ≥ 7

4. The season during which tsunami is likely to occur:

    A. Summer season  B.  Winter season  C. Cyclone season  D. Any season?

5. What is the average speed of a tsunami in deep ocean:

    A. 7 kilometres per hour (kph)   B  70 kph  C.  700 kph  D. 7000 kph?

6. What is the average speed of a tsunami near the coast:

    A. 300 kph  B.  30 kph  C.  3 kph D. 3000 kph?

8.  In the open deep sea, the height of the tsunami wave is generally:    

    A.  30 metres (m)      B. 10 m         C. 2m           D. 30 cm

 9.  In bays, the tsunami waves may be higher than that on the coast as the sides

        of the bay cause further slowing down and accumulation of water    

    A.  Yes                  B.  No      
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10.  A tsunami is generally a train of how many wave(s):  
    a. 1   b.  3       c.  6     d. 12

11.  In the Indian Ocean, tsunamis usually originate in which area?
    a.  Reunion   b. Madagascar  c.  Australia  d.  Indonesia 

12. Estimate the time a tsunami generated in the region of Indonesia will take to
   reach the region of Mauritius/ Rodrigues
    a.  4 to 7 hours  b. 1 to 2 hours  c. 20 to 30 minutes  d. 30 to 60 minutes

13. Estimate the time a tsunami generated in the region of Mid Indian Ocean Ridge 
   will take to reach the region of Mauritius/ Rodrigues 
    a.  4 to 7 hours  b. 1 to 2 hours  c. 20 to 30 minutes  d. 30 to 60 minutes 

14. A fisherman in the open sea is safe from a tsunami        
    a.  Yes             b. No 

15. A boat in the harbour is safe from a tsunami  
    a.  Yes             b. No 

16. When an earthquake occurs, what should we do?
    a.  Run outside  b. Find shelter under a doorway    c. Hide under a table  d. Watch TV 



This publication is in copyright. No reproduction of any part may take place without the
     written permission of the Association pour le Développement Durable (ADD)


